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Diving In
Welcome to the world of planning. And organization! We want to help make your
transition to planning as simple, and informative as possible. Here at Createyou86 we
want to welcome you to this comprehensive guide for beginning planners. So grab
some tea or your favorite drink, and dive right in.

Which Planner is which?
There are many different types of planners, and getting into the planning world can be
overwhelming if you aren’t sure what to look for. Some of the more popular brands
include: Filofax, Day-Timer, Moleskin, Midori Travelers Notebook or MTN, Personal
Planner, Staples ARC System, Day Runner, Franklin Covey, and even the Createyou86
Fauxdori.
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Planning Accessories
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There are plenty of great accessories you can purchase for planning in your new
planner, and plenty of these accessories are more than affordable. Some supplies that
you might want to pick up are stickers and washi tape for some decoration. Most
planner pages can be pretty plain, and many people look for decorations to make their
planner more appealing. However, if you are looking for a more basic planner that is
fine as well. Everybody knows that sticky notes are great for keeping notes, but they
have a tendency to be blah. However, there are some places that you can purchase
quality planning supplies that will go the distance. Target’s Dollar Spot, and The Dollar
Tree are great places to begin your search for planner accessories. Another accessory
for your planner is tabs. Tabs aren’t the most exciting accessory, but they are a
necessary part of planning. Many planners come with tabs for you to divide your
information, but if you are looking for extra tabs for your planner there are always page
flags which are useful and affordable until you can purchase or create some new
dividers. Another product you might want to look into purchasing are pens. Pens can
be a pivotal part of planning. Pens can help to color-code activities throughout the
week. There are even Coleto pens which have several colors in the same pen. Then
you have essentials for printing your own pages should you not like the ones that come
with your products. Some products you might need include a printer, paper, and a hole
punch. A regular handheld school supply hole punch will do fine, or you can find more

expensive versions made exclusively for ring type planners which can range from
$30.00-$40.00 plus shipping from foreign manufacturers. There are plenty of stores to
purchase awesome supplies for your new planner. There are many places to find a
planner ranging from Target, to Amazon, but you are the only one who knows the exact
specifications for your needs. Createyou86 hopes that this guide has given a little bit of
insight into the new planner experience. Feel free to contact us with any questions
regarding planning; we would be more than happy to help.■

Planner Supply List
Planner
Dividers (come with a new planner)
Journal Inserts (Non-ringed planners, buy journals or make your own)
Diary inserts (come with a new ringed planner, or you can make your own)
Extra pages (Lists, and note pads)
Make your own
Paper
Printer
Hole punch (If homemade pages)
Hole protector stickers
Decorations

Stickers
Stamps
Post-it notes, page flags
Pens
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Washi tape
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Photo Supply List
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Contact Createyou86
Createyou86@gmail.com
Website & Blog: http://www.createyou86.weebly.com
Fauxdori Store: http://www.createyou86.tictail.com
Twitter: @Createyou86
Instagram: @Createyou86
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We would love to help on your new planning journey. We would also like to
see any photos of your planning journey. We can see your photos if you tag us
#Createyou86 and @Createyou86.
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